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' Public Law 94-142 "Origins and Foundations"

14en the United States Congress passed Public Law 947142% "The

Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1475,"the Congress

stated:

"It is the purpose of,this act to assure that all handi-

capped children have available to them, within the time
periods specified inSection 612(2)(g), a free and ap-
propriate public education which emphasizes special educa-
,tion and related services designed to meet their unique
needs, to assure that the rights of handicapped children
and their parents or,guardian are protected, to assist
state and localities, to provide for education of all
handicapped children, and to assess and ass'ure the
ekfectiveness of efforts to educate.handicapped children."

The essence of this law requires that all handicapped studentg, regardless

of the4severity or nature of their disability are to Joe guaranteed

a free and appropriate education in the least restrictive environment.

The Federal Government and the State/Of IllinoiS have sought

to implement Public Law 94-142 through the publication of rules and

regulations. These rules and regulations describ6 the specific procedures

that,the schools must follow in order to guarantee that the law is

faithfully and informally administered.

The pasage of Public Law 94-142 by the 94th Congress has had

a°Major impact on the education of the nation's students. The rationale

for Federal involvementjin the education process is mitigated by the

111

fieatment of handicaPped individuals by civilized society, since the

emergency of early western civilization.

Kolstoe and Frey (1965) described the evolution of four distinct

attitudes which developed between the ancient Egyptian empire to the present:

I.

4
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Ex,termination, Ridicule,.Asylum, and EduCation. Though these descriptions

have partial validity, they are tempered by the recognition that witfiin

each period, examples of humanity and a commitment can be identified.

When Civilization was in its infancy, the fate of the handicapped

IIwas bleak. "Sdrvival of the fittest" was the laW that predominated

/ until man began to form social contracts. These social contracts

established the canon and written laws by mhich .he was to live. The

social contract.was the initial step in man's efforts'to become-civilized.

Yet, these, early societies reacted to the handicapped individuals

with fear, superstition, and hostility. The Greeks and the Romans

practiced infanticide and exorcisms with individuals who were physically

.-

handiFapped oy who acted significanly different from the rest.of %

society. Their behaviors were in reaction to the belief that the

plague of-the handicapped individual was "Divine Punishment" (Hewett &

Forness, 1977). Wealthy individuals of Greek and-Roman civilization

maintained "fools" and "imbeciles" in their homes for the amusement

of their :guests (Payne & Thomas, 1979).

Near the end of thb Greek and goman era, attitudes toward the

handicapped'again changed. The teachings of such p1osophers as

.Hi pocrates and Plato had made their impact on the prevailing cuAtoms.
I N

.P1 to's writing, as interpreted by Cronford (1945), reveals Plato's

be ief that those born handicapped or of inferior parents should be

hid en awa Thus, segregation rather than extinction marks a small,

but significant shi-ft in society's attitude towar4 the handicapped.

The growth of Christianity during the Middle Ages had a profound

infl ence on the care given to the handicapped. Mentally retarded

individuals were segregated from the rest Of society. The church

place them in monasteries and asylums (Kaufmanc& Payne, 1975). The

4
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emphasis during this period was directed at insuring that the handicapped

were more humanely cal.ed for, and when appropriate, taught rudimentary

social skills.

The Renaissance period emerged out of this era with all its idealism

and beauty. Thoualattitudes toward the mentally retarded did not

drAstically change during the Renaissance period,,it had a major impact

on the attitudes of Philosophers and educaitOrs tha.4C followed this

period.

J6hn Locke, during the 1600's, began to espouse a revOlutionary

new theory, known as "Tabula Rasa" or the "Bl Slate" Theory. In

\essence, this theory states that all individualiwere born into the ,

'world with a blank mind, and that the cumulative periences of living

determine how one thinks or behaves. Jean Jacque, osseau, in the
C

I

170es, advocaied that we should train individualstpriuseful and

productive lives. Thus, attempts to educate the mentally retarded

to functiOn in our society began to emerge.

Although the treatment of the handicapped remain*I'predominantly

within the institution, the emphasis gravitated from ladic care to

attempts to remediate and rehabilitate the individual. 4ndividual

A_
efforts by innovative men such as Ponce de'Leon and JuanViponet were

SucQessful in developing teaching methods for the deaf. , teaching

methods designed specifically,to assist the mentally retaiired were
. Al

. '1,
fragmented and poorly defined. During the nineteenth centlfy, pibneers

g .t

in the field of special education Jear4;,-Marc Gaspard Itard, E ard

Seguin, and Maria Montessori,4sought to teach handicapped indiduals

academic and social living skills, and subsequently shattered he

presiding skepticism. Various creative teaching methods and tegies

were developed by these innovative individuals. Many of the th yies

:)



and techniques that they had developed are being followed by a wide

variety of educators in today's. schools.

We can look back at the nfneteenth century as a.time wtien the

rehabilitation for the mentafly retarded in western culture transferred

.from thought into practiced tazerson (1975) noted: "The residential

institutions of the nineteenth century are thus generally seen as

the first shaping step in the proper care of the mentally retarded"

(p. 34). Sabatino and Miller (1979) concurred, stating that.special

education as we know it today, grew out of the work in institutions

by such individuals as Itard, Sequin, and Montessori.

Special Class Placement vs. Mairistreaming

Between 1860 and 1920some majbr changes were occurring in the

field of education in the United States. One major development of

.this'period was the growth of compulsory education. Obviously, this

1

type of social le§islation indicated that the people of the United

States viewed education as essential tO the growth of individuals II

and the nation.

II, .
, Also, during this time period the schools experienced tremendous

-

progress in the eduCation of'most of the scbOol population. Yet,
111

there was a certain segment of the school population that was not

learning as fast and/or acted significantly different than the majoTity II

of the children. In order to teach these handicapped students, it

114
was generally felt that these students should be moved into a "special

class." Special class placements can be viewed as an outgiowth of
r-

the nee&for the schools to provide an alternate environment to educate

2

children who are not functioning on the same level a;,.the so-called

normal st'udents. It was also thought that special placement would

1
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eliminate probilems that regular teachers were pxperiencing in teaching

average onabove average students. This philosophy continued to shape

the views of regular and special educators up to the mid-1960's. However,'

there are digsenters such as United States Askciate Justice of the

Supreme Court, Louis B. Brandeis who stated: "The greatest danger.

to liberty lurks.in the insidious encroachment by the men of

well-meaning, but without understanding." (Olmstead vs. United States)

In the late 1960's, special educators began to question the efficvy

of special placement of handicapped individuals. They hypothesized

that separating handicapped indivtduals from their peers was not beneficialf

to students' academic and social growth andght, in fact, be detriauntal

to their habilitation. "'. . . Let u.s stop being pressured into continui.ng

and expanding a special education program that we know now to belundesirable

for many of the childten we are dedicated to serve (Dunn; 1968, pc. 5).

The mainstreaming concept began to emerge as an alternative to

special class placement.

"Mainstreaming refers to the temporal instructional and
social integration of eligible exceptional children with
normal peers. It is based on an ongoing individually- .

determined educational needs assessmett, requiring
clarification of responsibility for coordinated planning

4cs. and programming by regular, and special'education

lk,

administrativ instructional and support personnel." '

(Kaqman; Got eb, Agard, and Kukic,,1975, pp. 40-41)

Unfortunately, the mainstreaming Concept was not, and still has not

been'accepted by a majority of state and local school systems. School'

systems have been content in allowing the education of the handicapped

to continue to be implemented by special educators in separate environments.

This attitude was reminiscent of the plight df our black population

during the Civil Rights era. In fact, handicapped individuals, special

1 )
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6
educators, and advocates of the handicapped, were forced'into filing

A

class action suits replicating those suits filed b blacks who sought

equal educational opportunivy.,

The Law and the Handicapped Student

Litigation concerned with equality of education for blacks can

easily be'seen as a foundation for the litigation that followed concerning 11

handicapped students.- For example:.

"Ili these days, it is doubtful that any child may reasonably
'.be pected"to succeed in life if he is denied the opportunity
of a ucatiOn. Such an opportunity, when the state has
undertaken to provideSit, is a riglit which must be made
available to all on equal terms."

(U.S. Suppme Court decision in Brown, et. al. vs. Topeka
Board oi,Education, et. al. 347 vs. 483 (1954) 11

The Supreme Court decision in the Brown vs. Topeka Board of Education,

4

et. al., is just one of many landmark cases concerning the education

of our nation's children. The following cases represent just a few .

of the numerous Supreme Courv decisions that are consddered by most

special educatvs to be landmarks in the quest for equal educational
*

opportunity for our nation's handicapped students.

. )1'

Litigation

Non-Discriminatory Assessment: Diana vs. Board of Education of

California, 1970

Parents felt that their children were misplaced

due to the inappropriate assessMent instruments

used in the evaluation process. This led to a

class action suit which resulted in a decision that

ftudents must be evaluated in their native langbage.

1

I.

1
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Right. to Due Process: Marlega vs. Milwaukee Board of Sehool

' Directors, 197C

This clas's action suit challenged the right (5-f the

schools to expel a child from school without allowing

the student to present his/her case. The decision

requires that no child be excluded fr.= school-.

withotut a due process hearing.

Ri,ght to Education: Pennsylvania Association for Retarded

Citizens vs. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 1971

Many states had laws that excluded students from

the education process due to their handicaps. The

.decision of the court insured the right to a free

education to all school-aged mentally retarded

,individuals.

r e

Legislation

Due to these and other cases of litigation concerning handicapped ,

individuals which have confronted our courts, legislation was enacted

by Congress.

Rehabilitation Act: Public Law 93-112, Section 504, 1473

Many individuals experienced discrimination in

education; housing, employment, transportation due

to a particular'handicapping condition. Public Law

93-112 specifically-prohibits any federally assisted

program to discriminate against.any persons due to

a handicapping condition.
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Education Act of 1974: Public Law 93-880, Title VI-B, 1974

The Education Act of 1974.was the first compre-
,

hensive law'enacted by',Congfess that.specifically

dealt with the education of the handicapped. For

example, it established the goals of prbviding

educational opportgnities to all handicapped

children; "The Buckley Amendment" which speciiied

guidelines for access and confidentiality Of

.records; requirements for child find efforts;

required that state plans.be developed and
.

implemented.

In 1975 Public Law 94-142, also'known as "The Education for All

Handicapped Children Act," was legislated by the 94th Congess. :fhe

purpose of this act is to guarantee that handicapped students shall

receive a free and appropriate education regardless of their handicap;

Handicapped students, as defined in the Federal Rules and Regulations

121a.5(a), means: those children evaluated as being mentally retarded,

hard of hearing, deaf, speech impaired, visually handicapped, seriously

emotionally disturbed, orthopedically impaired, other health impaired,

deaf/blind, multihandicapped, or as having specific learning disabilities,

who becau.se of those'impairments need special education and related

services,

P.L. 94-142 established specifit guideline6 identifying handicapped
'

students and developing an indivfdual education program (IEP) or

each student identified. P.L. 94-142 is One of the most comprehensive

education acts that Congress has legislated. (Note: Figure 1 contains

a comprehensive list of litigatibn and legislation leading to the

. passage of P.L. 94-142.)
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Figure 1

*ts
Selected Litigation and Legislation Leading

up to P.L. 94-142

EVENT IMPLICATIONS

Equal Education,
-

14th:Amendment to U.S. Constitution, 1868 Insures equal protection of the law
(if a state offers a service to any
citizen, it must equally provide it
to all citizens)

Limitation of Rights .

Watson vs.'City of Cambridge, 1893 Students can be expelled for disor-
derly conduct or imbecility

Limitation of Rights

Beattie vs. State Board of Education, 1919 Physically handicapped childred can
be excluded because his ftesence was
determined to have a "depressing and
nauseating" effect on other students
aild teachers

Equal Education

Brown et al, vs. Board of Education of ,Assured that those educational ser-
Topeka et al. Supreme Court Decision, vices provided to any citizens must
1954 be provided to all

Desegregation

Wolf.vs.'Legislature of State of Utah, Denied legality of se&egating handi-
r969 capped individuals from educational

services (two TMR children were being
l'served" via the Dein. of Welfare)

io

Right to Placement
I.

Doe vs. Board of School Directors of
the City of Milwaukee, 1970

Spangler vs. Board of Education
(Southern California), 1970

Diana vs. Board of Education
(California), 1970

I

Declared use of waiting lists to be
illegal

,Non-Discriminatory Assessment

Questioned validity of use of I.Q.
test on non-whites

Non-Discriminatory Assessment

Class action suit determining need
to evaluate children in their native
language
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Marlega vs. Milwaukee BArd Of School
Directors, 1970

Hobsen vs. Hansen (Washington, D.C.),
. 1971

Pennsylvania Association for Rirded

Citizens vs. Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, 1971

Mills vs. Washington, D.C. Board.of
. Education, 1972

North Carolina Association for
Retarded Citizens vs. State of
North Carolina, 1972

Coalition for the Civil Rights, of
Handicapped Persons vs. State of
Michigan, 1972

Walton vs. City School District of
Gle Cove (N.Y.), 1972

Lebanks vs. SpearsqLouisiana, 1973

'Public Law 93-112, Sect. 504, 1973

Right to'Due Process

Required fhat no child could be ex-
cluded from school without a due
process hearing

Right to Placement

Declared *tracking systems illega4 and
required reevaluation on a regul.ar

basis

Right to Education

Insured right to free education io
all school age mentally-rietarded,
regardless of their placement. Es-

tablished due process outline

Right to Education

Outlawea denial of access to educa-
based on lack of available public
fund's

Right to Education

Included homebound instruction costs
in definition of free public education

Right to Education

Required state mandatory special
education law-

Non-Discriminatory Assessment

Placement cannot be based solely oh /
anecdotal records

Right to.Placement

Indicated need of appropriateness
of program and placement inleast
restrictive environment

Right to Rehabilitation

Insures non-discrimihation on-the
basis of handicap



Illinois State Plan, 1974

Educationak Planning

Requires development,sof edueational

plans including specific objectives
for.each child

Education Act of 1974

Public Law 93-380-Title yI-B, 1974 Establishes goal of providing educa-
tional opportunities to all handi-
capped children. Establlshed guide-
lines for due-process. "BuckleY
-Amendment" establishes guidelines for
access and confidentiality'of records.
Establishes requirements of child-,
find efforts.. Requires State Plans
to be developed and implemented

Free and Appropriate Education

Public Law 94-142, 1975 Establishes guidelines for Ip and
procedural safeguards

Peter W. vs. Ian Francisco
Unified SchodT District, 1976

'AccAntability

!-
Schools cannot be held liable for
failing to teach a student to read

De-Institutionalization,

Pennsylvania Association for A large institution was forced to
Retarded Citizens vs. Rennhurst decentralize its population.

r,.ate School and Hospital, 1978 (Integrate people into community,
i.e., group homes)

../

1 0U
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Ironically, social legislation such as Public Law 94-142 and

all of the litigation that preceded it are based on the 14th Amenta5t.--1

of the United States Constitution, which not only guarantees,an individual

an equal right to services provided by a state, but,also included

a clause that specifiCally guarantees the individual the right to

"due process." Due process of law is defined as: "A right to any

law applied reasonably and with suffrcieint safeguards such as hearings

and notice to insure that An individual is dealt with :fairly." (Freidman

1976, p% 159)

4
Public Law 94-142 has included prdcedural safeguards to insure

that'the rightsof the handicapped ar protected.

"Whenever a complaint has been received under paragraph
(1) of this subsection, the parents or guafdian shall
have an opportunity for an impartial,due process hearing
which shall be conducted by the state educational agency
or.by the local educational agency or intermediate
educational unit, as determined by state law er by i'he

state educationdl agency . . ."

(P.L. 94-142, Section 615(2)

The ultimate purpose of the due process procedure is to avoid wasting
1

the time and money of our courts while still insuring that appropriate

procedures are maintair)ed to arrive at competent 'decisions concerning

the education of the handicapped.

Supreme Court decisions alone are not persuasive enough to produce

the desired changes in attitudes concerning the education of the handi-

capped. Various other methods are also necessary to affect change:

"decisions in lower courts, enactment of social legislation by Congress,
-

and pol,icy itateents by powerful national and international organizations,,,"

(Suran and Rizzo, 1979, p. 15). These powerful agencies, once motivated,

began to initiate changes.
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Education of the handicapped can no longer be brushed aside by

administrators or school systems due to the impact of P.L. 94-142.

"In this sense, P.L. 94-142 becomes the.national vehiscle whereby the

promises of the state and local policy that we heard for so long,

may become a reality. (Abeson and Zettel, 1977, p. 114)

Passage of P.L: 94-142 has already begun to initiate changes

in odr education system. Architectural barriers that climinate handicapped

students from programs are being'removed. Teachers' training programs

for regular educators are including information concerning the education

of the handicapped. Handicapped students who previously were denied

an appropriate education are currently provided Individual Education

Plans and a greater percentage Ipe being taught in the educational

mainstream. These are only some pf the changes.that are occurring

due to the cumulative effect of litigation and legislation that lead

to the passage of "The Education for All Handicapped Children Act'

a of 1975."
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Classroom Instruction anA Behavior Management

The organization.of a classroom environment is the first step

a teacher must consider before students enter the classroom. Two

1

1

of the areas of concern expressed by classroom teachers are: 1) structuring

of the physical classroom environment and 2) the daily and weekly

, instructional routine.

I. Physicil,Environment

A. Sensory Stimuli

,

The physical environment can be arrangetin a manner which
,O

enables the teacher to faciLitatejthe student's learning.

The environment can efther increase or decrease the effpts

ofvarious types of sensory stimuli and thus impaqt student,

performance in the classroom. The type of sensory stimuli

a student is exposed to can often effeqt his or her ability

-to functiOn appropriate in the school environment. There

are two primary types of stimuli which-effect the student

in the classroom. These are visual and/or auditory stimulus

most frequently cited as contributing:to a handicapped student's

performance.

1. ,Visual Distractability

The looation of doors, windows, wall displays, teacher's

desk and group-work areas arö of critical concern as

teachers seek to appropriately place handicapped students

in the classroom. Among the factors teachers should

consider inplacing students are:

a. .Keep desk turned away from classroom traffic. *

b. Provide study cdrrels or screens for students who

need or desire an environment that will help them.

'filter out visual distractions from their work area.

19
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Present visual cues, one at a time and in

sequence to avoid c nfusion.

d. Iceep worklarea as clu;tter-free as possible.

e. PreSent one assignment at a time to avoid

eonfusing students who's sensory input

process may be impaired.

2. Xuditory DistractabOity

a. Reduce the amount of information presented

auditorily to help,the handicapped student

folkibwpdarections.

b. Use earplugs Or muffs to assist students easily

distracted by noise.

c. Reduce, 'find when possible liminates ambient .

noises iii the room.

B. Classr6Om DesigaS

] ; .

There are a variety-of classrdom arrangements that a teacher
I

can use to develop an educational nilieu which is conducive

to handicapped learners. The folliing suggestions'are

Some of the optionS ayaiiable to t achers:

1. Learning Centers

The learning center is a clasSr om design which facilitates

' individualization. Ltis a specafic area(s) in the

classroom wliere students can go to work on percePtual,

moto'r, language, and conceptual skills. It is also

a location where students can work at their pace on

activities of their choice. Each learning center can

contain materials and resources related to a specified
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c9ntent area. There arz various types of centers that

can be included in a classroom arrangement. The followin

are five types of.centers most often used by teachers:

a) :creative or exploratory, b) social, c) basic siills,

d) auditory/visual centers, or e) study carrels.

a: Creative or Exploratory

The creative or exploratory center may include lanpage'

arts, music, art, craft aciivIties, sO.ence or any

combination of those ii8htioned above.

b. "Social Center

The social center includes a variety of audiovisual

aides, graphics, games, puppets and manipulatives'

designed to facilitate stUdent's interaction with

other members of t he class. .It should contain a

wide range of materials that enhance students' interests,

abilities and their social growth.

c. Basic Skills Center

This center can,be broken down into several sections

for different sUbject areas,or just one that combines

different skills. A basic skills center contains

activity task cards which state the main goal, specific

objectives and activities. Activities may be close-

ended activities such as: math drill cards, phonics

.lessons,_or sentence scrambles. Activities can

also be open-ended tasks such at make a list of

key 4ords that the students need to know for a specified

subject, P.e., science. Put the words.on tape, have
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the students listen to the tape, write the words

and pronounce them repeatedly with and without the

tape's assisLnce.

d. Auditory/Visual Center

The auditory center is often referred to as the

listening center. This is a center frequently used

by non-readers when listening to work'which they

can not read from the printed page. It can.also

be u;t414rEY readers as well as non-readers for individual

assignMents.
IP

The use of visual aids in the classroom enhances

instruction, adds variety to the teacher's presentation

and may enhance the student's interest level.

e. Study Carrels

Study carrels are specially constructed classroom

cubicles used primarily with students who are easily

distracteeby visual and aud ory stimuli. These.

students need a quiet, privlte area to'best achieve

assigned tasks. These booths are usually simple

structures about four feet square with about six

feet high partitions across the back and on two

sides. Study carrels are great facilities for individualized

instruction, listening center activities, basic

skills activities, individual learning pacicets and

individual contracts.

II Teaching Aids

The following aids can be used with handicapped populations.

Care, however, should be used inselecting aids that match students'

learning styles.

I.

1
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A: Tau/Cassette Recorder ,

e

Tapes are inexpensive, easy to use, and can be reused.

Directions for lessons when recorded will enable students ....

( to work independently and enable the teacher to give a student

individual attention without baying to work directly mith

the student 'at the time of instruction. Thus, while the

handicapped student is listening to the tapes and following

through on the'instructions, the teacher can be working

46
yr with the ot.her students in the classroom.

11% Slides

Slides ve inexpensive and they can be easily employed to

convey information. Teachers can make their own slides
A

to help students visualize the images of a poem, story,

song lyric, etc. They may use the slides to show different

events occurring during the school year; use them to enhance

musical presentati,ons'and to illustrate abstract prOblems.

'Students can also make these slides and filmstrips, given

appropriate directions. They. can use discarded filmstrips

by bleaching and drawing on them with.markers. Slides or

filmstrips of this kind accompanied by taped music can enrich

the learning process. Pichwes from magazines and books

that are photographed can also be made into slides andused

to supplement lectures.

C. Video Tape

Video tapes permit' students to view their own performance

as well as evaluate themselves. Demonstration of manipulative

skills or use79i. equipment can be viewed by an entire class
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or individually repeated while the teacher works on another

project or activity. Teachers can present material in programmed

'format in which students are given time to respond to questions.

and then present ariswers before proceeding. This approach

is moxe expensive than some others previously diScussed.

D. Filmstrips and 16mm Film

Filmstrips and 16mm firm add variety to classroom activit.ies.

They are excellent tools to use in all classes where illustrations

and demonstrations are ne'eded in order to bring clarity

or emphasis to a specific item or point.

AL. Overhead Projector

The overhead projector can be used by both teachers and

students to show illustrafions. This approach allows the

'teacher to face their audience while doing the illustration.
4%

Information can be put on transparencies, filed away and

4 used repeatedly.

F. Chalkboard

The chalkboard like the overhead can be used by both teacher

and students for illustrations of abstract concepts. Unlike

notebook paper ox worksheets, the chalkboard allows the

students.to verbally explpin their illustrations,thus allowing

the teacher to give the students immediate feedback. Sometimes

students gain a better understanding of a given problem

when it is illustrated and explained by other students.

The seleCtion of instructional.aids must be pursued with the

specific handicapped students in mind. ,For students with strong

visqal processing skills, the use of slides, videotapes, and

overheat& are appropriate. For students with strong auditory
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Iprocessing si1ls, alidiotapes,and records are recommended teaching

aids. The inappropriate selection of teaching aids may apair

'
learning, and so, teachers must be selective in choosing materials

for clasroom instruction.

III. Daily and Weekly Instructional Routine

The instructional organization as well as the physical organization

of the classroom can influence a student's'academic progress

and social behavior. However, an ideal arrangement for all

situations cannot be specified. Each teacher should consider

ways in which organization, be it physical or instructional,

contributes to management of his/her students. The teacher

also needs to be cognizant of aspects of the daily routine that

are relevant to classroom management. Regardless of which procedure

a teacher chooses to manage his/her classroom, it is beneficial

to the teacher to,give specific directions, ignore disruptivet

behavior when appropriate, and praise desired behavior.

Specific areas.to be considered in the daily and weekly instructional

routine are: a) preparations for instruction, b) writing instructional

'objectives, c) alternative methods of presenting. curriculum

content, d) alternative ways of evaluating student progress,

e) individual activities, and f) motivation '(fostering a desire

to learn).

A. Preparations for Instruction

In preparing for instruction, it is first necessary to assess

the student's level of mastery in academic areas. Assessment
)

.

,

08

.,

W.'

,

4
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6T a student's academic abilities include formal and infarmal

procedures. The following list represents some specific c

areas of concern:.

1. Reading

- Being able to receive and perceptually process

information

- Sounding out words

- VocabUlary knowledge and usage

- Oral reading comPrehension

- Silent reading compreheniilan

2. Language Arts

- Punctuation usage

- Grammar usage

- Dictionary skills

- Written expression

3. Arithmetic skills

- Computation

- Concepts

- Reasoning:

Concrete

Abstract

After assessing the student's abilities and the conditions

under which the student is able to demonstrate mastery,

list the skills that the student possesses or has failed

to master: It is then necessary to descrihe how deficit

skill areas can be addressed so the student can demonstrate

mastery on a specific task or competency area. Observation

of student's performance can generate numerous ideas for
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teaching strategies. An effective strategy is to use student's

strengths to learn skills that are currently deficient.

B. Instructional Objectives

Before writing instructional objectives for exceptional

children, it is necessary to analyze the student's level

of funCtioning as well as task analyze the curriculum. Analysis

1
of the student invollks sorting out strengths and weaknesses;'

and examining how the students can best learn what is being

taught. Task analysis of the curriculum involves sorting

out specific tasks that are vital for the students to accomplish,

or learn; citing specific prerequisite skills involved and

sequential steps necessarY to reach the stated goal(s).

In writing instructional objectives, the following are some

factors to consider:

1. PrereqUisite skills needed

2. Developmental age of learners

3. Chronological age of learner

4. Learner interests and needs

S. Physical status of learner

6. Sociocultural and other environmental factors

7. Ayailability of materials and resources

8. Availability of medical and paramedical consultative

treatment services

9. Parental concerns and'pr4orities

10. Teacher strengths

11. Future placement goals for,the.learner

3 0
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12. Community values and attitudes

13. School board policies

14. State and federal legislation

;,

C. Alternative Methods of Prtonting Curriculum Content7 c,

Hartwell, Wiseman and Reusen (1979) gave the following as

possible alternatives to presenting curriculum content:

1. Guest speakers - to discuss topic which the class

is presently studying,

2. Small group discussions

3. Programmed instruction - using auditory and/or

visual aids

4. Field trips - take students to a courthouse to

observe courtrooth procedures when studying the

local judiciary system

S. Peer tutoring - to be used both in the classroom

and at home

6. Buddy system - one student is assigned to

assist another student with various tasks

7. Contracts - set up prior expectations for

achievement for grades and/or classroom behavior

in which performance_criteria and reinforcements

are clearly delineated

'Projects - hands-on approach - to help establish

academic cohcepts through various activities

§. Learning Centers - as mentioned earlier,

learning centers are also an instructional

technique where.basic skills and concepts are

taught through self-motivating materials
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10. Note,taking - let high achievers take notes with
*

carbon Paper so that the notes cam be shared with

physically handicapPed, blind, or deaf students

11. Supplementary texts and'other material - high

interest and low vocabulary reading materiarr74

12. Use of three dimensional materials to illustrate

mathematic processes, nguage concepts, and

other concepts related such areas as science,

social studies, and physical education

D. Alternating Ways of Evaluating Stndent Progress

1. Teacher reads test - student responds orally

into a tape recorder or to the teacher

2. Taped test - students listen to pre-recorded tape

of the test and resiond on answer sheet or into

a second tape recorder

3. Self-evaluation student uses answer key to

get immediate feedback on questions they have

responded to either orally or in.writing

4. Make all closed book tests - multiple choice,

true/false. Matching activities are not

recommended for handicapped students Who are

more likely to provide a wrong response and'

then learn inappropriate responses.

S. Give open book tests - allow students to use

textbooks,.notes, study guides, etc. Construct

tests so that only short answers are required.

The teacher must keep in mind that students'

response problems may vary from inability to remember'

information to inability to draw inferences.

32
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G. Give alternative projects-- a student who is

good in art does a drawing to enhance a concept

or unit of study
'

7. Student's choice - allow the student to decide how

ht wants to be evaluated, but never allow the

student to decide whether he or she will be evaluated

D. Individual Activities

Individual activities are,assignments that students can

complete at their desks or at a specific learning center.

Usually these activities appear inethe form of a) contracts, .

or b) individual,activity packets.

A. Contracts

. A contract is an agreement for, by, and with students.

It provides opportunities for the student to participate

in the development of his or her instructional and'behavioral

goals, objectives, and activities. The more specific

purpose-of the contract is for the teacher and student

to articulate specific activities such as the level
\

of performance required, the time required for completion,

the environment the pork will be conducted in, and the

demeanor to be demonstrated by the student. In addition,

the contract will frequently contain the contingencies

to be used in recognition of the student's performance.

With the choices provided, there is now a means of promoting

independence and responsibility for learning. Contracts

allow the teacher to develop activities on individual

basis for students.
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B. Individual Activity Packets

An individual activity packet is a self-instructional

unit designed to.aid students in learning a basic concept

'or behavior by dividing it into several attainable components.

It is designed tor specific ability levels and provides

flexible activities students may choose for reaching

the stated goals. The students proceed at a predetermined

Pace. The intention of the format is to insuil success.

Continuous evaluation of the student's performance is

critical to this process. The essential-components

a're:

1. Preassessment of Student's achievement and behavior

level relative to the ac ievement and behavior sought.

. Development of specific goals and objectives which

are measurable.

3. Establish series of activities desig ed to provide

the handicapped student a tightly sequ ced series

of learning experiences.

4. Post-test student's performance level.

The individual activity approach is a'daluable tool

for intekrating the handicapped student into the iegular

classroom.t It enables the student to work at his/her

appropriate pace;.it provides additional.material to

insure learning; and it allows the student to work alone

or with a group:
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F.. Motivation (Fostering a Desire to Learn)

The following points should be considered:

1. Activities should be designed in order .that students
$

can experience success; Successful experie ces,t
are frequently motivating.

2. The student must have necessary prerequisite skills

for the,new task-at-hand, to dnsure success.

a. The student Should have a reason for participating

in.an activity. This can be accomplished by use

of peer and social pressures, group discussiori,;,
....

or relevance of activity to the student's specific

goals and interests.

4. Allow the student(s) to help the teacher in estplishing

goals, objectives and activitids. If a student'

is placed in a situation in which he is presstked

to achieve,beyond reasonable expectations, fa&:e

and loss of interest often results.

S. Provide appropriate reinforcement fallowing,a behavior

that the teacher is seeking to increase and strengthen.

6. Give immediate reinforcement to progress made toward

the final goal.
7

7. Assure stability by changing the reinforcement

from a continuous to a variable schedule once a.

behavior has been established.

8. °Require each student to perform certain types of

learning activities several times so that the proceSs

and content 'become firmly established in the student

, 11
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repertoire. Such efforts-help theteacher reduce

the possibility of eliciting random responses from

the student, enhances retention and transfer, and

provides a means for increasing the student's general

response repertoire.

9. Practice should vary according to type of material

to'be learned and student needs. Practice-should

be-distributed so that it does not become boring.

Encouraging active involvement by the learner frequently

facilitates learning. In adjl%ion, it:

a) aids the student in attending tolotask-at-hand,

b) alerts the student to the importance in the

teaching - learning process),

c) provides feedback; serves as a means of diagnosing

the extent of learning which,has taken place

as well as any strengths or unusual weaknesses.

And finally, it provides all involved more

opportunities for meaningful reinforcements

for desired behavior.
)'

10. Initially stress,accuracy and not speed, quality

and not quantity. It will heip students develop

more pride in their work.

11. Use the student's itrengths and encourage participation

in activities that will strengthen areas of weakness.

12. Offer students opportunities to repeat and practice

experiences in a variety of ways. This is necessary

because stimuli rarely occur repeatedly in the same

e' 'f;
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form. Studepts should be expoSed to a variety

of stimuli related to an eve,pt in order to become

aware of the dimensions of problem and to allow

(

for a full opportunity to inter-relate releyant

stimuli.
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Suggested Remediation Technitlues in
Reading and Arithmetic Skills

Reading

The following are some recommendations for personnel working

with handicapped students who need to be able to read stories Or gather

information.

A/ Rework reading material so that.it is presented at the

student's performance level.

1. As an example, the following sentence could be edited

to be more easily read: "Although the child was only

9 years old, the people in the town were impressed with

his ability to grasp ideas." Revised, it might read:

"The 9 year old child was able to understand ideas

that seemed very hard."

2. When the student cannot understand a noun, try and match

a picture of the object with the noun. As anIpxample,

a pictUre of a screwdriver next to the noun screwdriver.

3. Tape the story the child is-expected to read, then let

the child follow along in the book while listening to

the tape. Upon completion of this task, then ask the

child to read out loud.,

4. Make sure the interest of the material is'appropriate,
4.4

1

to the student's background, age, and interest.

S. Some students will alldxs have difficUlty with reading.

Some authors have suggested that students wild cannot

effectively learn to read be treated as though they were

functionally 1;lind. This means the school would educate

37
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them as though they were blind, using talking books,

or enlisting a teacher of braille who can provide

the student braille instruction.

B. Language Experience Approach

The language experience approach has been found by many educators

to be of help in teaching,students of all ages. This approach

emphasizes the strategy that the student's own observations

and language should be the focus:of the instructional process.

From the observation and discassions, the teacher or aide

can record the information or story recited. The recorded

information or story can then be read by the student. In

this way, information can be transmitted and the process

of reading can 'be encouraged. As an example, a lesson on

energy copservation can begin by showing the class pictures

on various products and techniques used to retain heat in

a home, sUsing a transparency, the teacher with the student's

assistance, labels each product and technique, thus, associating

the word or phrase with the concep.cbeing taught. Then,

using the labels, explanations of the products or technique

can be written on the transparency, based on classroom discussion.

After reading the material from the transparency with the

class, the teacher or aide can have the written material

transferred to paper so that the students can read material
4

they helped create.

C. Psychoneurological Approach

The fundamental principles that guide the remediation of

psychoneurological learning disorders are:

1. Teaching must be individualized.

1

1

1
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2. Teaching according to readiness in a balanced

program is essential.

3. Teaching, must be as close to the level of

involvement as possible.

4. Consider that input precedes output as a basis-

for classification or grouping.

S. Teach to the tolerance level, avoiding over-

loading in particular.

6. Use multisensory stimulation when appropriate and

within the student's tolerance level.

7. Raise the deficits without undue stimulation or

demand on the disability itself.

8. Provide training in perception when needed.,

9. Control important variables such as'attention,

rate, proximity, and size as needed.

10. Develop both the verbal and nbnverbal areas of

experience, as appropriate.

11. Guide the approach by both behavioral criteria and

psychoneurological considerations.

This approach does not advocate any one particular reading

instructional strategy. The.belief is.that appropriate materials

and procedures must be used, and only the teacher can determine

what constitutes appropriate.

D. Assaciated Method

McGinnis (1963) employs the simple-to-complex approach in

teaching reading and language to the student. Simple acts

to

4 0
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are taught first and then combined and built into acts requiring

more complex expression and understanding. The Association

Method is based upon five major principles:

tot

1. Words are taught by a phonetic elemental approach.

2. Each sound is learned through emphasis on precise

articulation production.

' 3. The correct articulation 'of each sOund is associated

with its corresponding letter-symbol written in cursive

script.

4. Expression is used as the foundation or starting point

in building a reading language.

S. Systematic sensorimotor association is utilized. As

the student moves from learning of single speech units

(phonemes) to more complex speech units (morphemes),

the principle of systematic association of motor skills

and capacities is.more fully utilized. The following

steps illustrate the procedure::

a) The child looks at the wthten noun word and

produces each sound contained in the word in

.the sequence in Which'it is written.

b) The child matches the picture or the object

represented-hythiswordtothewrittenfornaf

the word.

c) The technique of simultaneous talking and writing

is-employed as the child' writes the word'and

articulates each sound.as he writes the letter(s)

for it.
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d) After the teacher says the word aloud (first

broken into sequence of separate sounds and then

blended into a word unit), the child repeats the

same procedure and then matches the object or picture

the written form of the word.

e) The teacher presents pictures representing the

nouns already taught, and the child must say the

name of the object from memory without the aid of

4
lip reading, auditory stimuli, or written form.

E. A phabetic Approach

he Alphabetic Approach proceeds from teaching the sounds

of the letters to building these'letters! sounds into words.

The technique aims to establish close associations between

visual, auditory, and kinesthetic tracings in the brain.

The approach' stresses the following pOints:

1. the remedial pupil should do no reading or spelling
4

except with the remedial teacher. The schedule should

insure that the student be out of the classroom when

his/her class i having reading and 'spelling.

2. The steps of the procedure ahould be followed rigidly,

since they are a "series of logical sequences, the

omdssion_of any one step which will jeopardize the complete

success of the procedure." To use the technique effectively,

the teacher stresses that one must "begin at the beginning."-

The approach makes use of six basic combinations of the visual,

auditory, and kinesthetic modalities: The occasional use of

tactile stimuli through finger-tracing, is recommended; the
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procedure is not necessary to the word-learning program.

:Tracing involves kinesthetic rather than tactile stimuli.

The six basic patterns for integration of fundamental associations

thes$:

V-A Translation of visual symbols into sound, vocalized

or not.

A-V Translation of auditory symbols into visual image.

A-K Translation of auditory symbols into muscle

response, for speech and writing.

K-A Movement of a passive hand by another to produce a

letter form, in order to lead to the naming pr sounding

of the letter.

V-K Translation of visual symbol into muscular action of

speech rand writing.

K-V The muscular "feel" of the speaking or writing 00 a

:letter, in order to lead to association with the

appearance of that letier.

F. Visual, Auaitory, Kinesthetic, Tactile Approach

The Fernald method allows the student to be taught in n

individual manner. Studensp..with sensory defects as well

as those who learn by visual methods soon adapt to conditions
.fra

of the remedial program. The stages of the hand-kinesthetic

approach are:

1. The identification of a method by'which the child can

learlto write correctly.

2. Motivation of writing.

.3. Reading by the child of the.printed material that

replicates the written material.

4, The extensive'reading of other compositions.

4 0_
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Stage One

In stage one, the student is allowed to select a word he

wants to learn; regardless of its length. The word is written

for the student with Crayon in plain, blackboard-sized script

or print. The student traces the Word with his finger and

says each part of the word as he'traces it. The prOcess

is repeated until the word can be written by the student

Without his looking at the copy. The pupil is allowed as

much time as necessary.

The word is written on a rough grain paper first, and

then it is incorporated into a story which the student composes.

The Story is typed, and the student reads his printed story

to the teacher. The child places the word or words that

have been learned by tracing in his word-file. This file

is arranged alphabetically, as the student learns the alphabet.

The practice is excellent training for learning how to use

the dictionary as well as4for learning the letters of the

alphabet. In cases.of extreme disability every word used

in the first composition may have to be learned by tracing.

The student soon gains sufficient skill and progresses into

the second-stage. Pertinent points relative to'sfage one

are:

l,. Direct finger contact in tracing. The student may use

. one or two fingers in tracing. Learning takes place

more rapidly when the student uses direct finger

contact in tracing rather than When he or she uses

a pencil or stylus.

4 4
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2. Writing the traced word from memory.'

3. Writing words as units.

4. Using words in context.

Stage Two

Tracing is,no longer necessary in stage two of the remedial

work. The student has developed sufficient skill to learn

words by'looking at the word in script, saying the word aloud

as he or she looks at it, and then writing.the word without

copying. The student continues to write freely and to read

the printed copY of hiswork. Writing becomes easier and

the stories'become Longer and hopefully more interesting.

The student is allowed to write on any subject that interests

him.

The important connection between stages one and two is

that the child continues to vocalize the word he is learning.

The student Must establish the connection between the sound

of a word and its form so that visual stimulation will immediately

stimulate vocal recall.

No limit on the length of the tracing period is established

since the student usually stops tracing gradually. A decrease

in the number Of tradings needed to learn a new word is observed

first; then a few short words are learned without tracing.

Eventually tracing is no longer necessary.

Materials should not be simplified to a point below the

intelligence level of the student, either in the area of

'vocabulary range or complexity of subject matter. The student

vf

1
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is more highly motivated when reading and writing someWhat

difficult materiag rather than when confronted with material

that is below his mental level.

Stage Three

Thestudent learns directly from the yrinted word in stage

three. The student looks at the word and is able to write

the word without vocalizing or copying. In thls stage, books

are presented; the student is permitted to read from them

and is told the words he OT she does not know. When he or

she is through reading a section, the new words are reviewed

and tfie words then are written from recall. A check ii made

later to determine whether the words have been retained.

Stage Four

' The fourth stage begins when the student can generalize and

make out new words from their resemblance to known'words.

The student's interest in reading increases with his reading

skill. The student is never read to either at home ori.at

school until he has achieved normal reading skill. The developer

of the approach does'not object to reading io the student

after he has developed normal reading skills, since by this

time, the student'prefers to read by himself. Usually he

or she finds that reading for himself is fester, easier,

and mar pleasant.

\

Arithmetic

The major goal when teachidg arithmetic skills is to help students

develop some consistent methods for, solving number-related problems

which are encountered in everyday life.
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It is essential that when a teacher presents new material to an

7 ,
academically handicapped student, he or she fitst starts with concrete

eiperiences, then gradually introduces the abstract concepts. For

example, when teaching addition, first use concrete objects, i.e.,

sets of colored sticks or blocks; then move to more structured material .

such as the abacus, cuisenaire rods, counters, die or playing cards.

The next step would be introduce abstract problems using.illustrated

drawings. Following the discussion of the interface between the objects

and the rote instruction on the use of numbers or illustrations, concepts

can be introduced. Although subtraction is the opposite process of

addition, the teacher can follow the same procedures discussed for

addition, because this approach is'amenable to teaching many different

conceptsand processes.

Multiplication and division require a great deal of rote memory;

both processes are extremely difficult for many handicapped students.

The teacher must consider the problems of teaching multiplication

and division when integrating the haridicapped student in regular math

classes if mainstreaming is to be successful. The teacher should

4

si I
make every attempt to use practical examples in order to mak& multiplication

and division relevant. Requiring students to verbalize and explain

problem-solving operations enhances skills. It is important that

students learn rote computational skills and how to apply these skills

to practical situations. Rote learning will be enhanced by teaching

the student how to use a calculator 'or atimes table chartCit is

.recommended that the teacher use instructional time to explain and

clarify what multiplication_and division processes are and use examples

4
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of how the processes may be applied to real life situations, i.e.,

shopping at a grocery store and depositing or withdrawing money from

the bank.

The teacher should present one new concept at a time, and continue

to teach this concept until the students have reached a predetermined

level of mastery. However, when a student reaches a frustration lever

.

in working"; a given prdblem before mastery, it is advised that the

student be given another task that guarantees success, i.e., review

work previously mastered. Keep in mind that handicapped students

have difficulty with abstractions and presenting more than one concept

at a time creates frustration.

A. Computational Skills

Arithmetic instructions help students develop some consistent

methods for solving number-related problems which.are.encountered

in life situations. The following are sequential steps that have

been recommended by various practitioners.

1. Precomputaticm Skills

a. The student learns to associate numbers with objects,

such as blocks or sticks.

b. Once the symbolic purpose of theinumbers is established,

the student is enCouraged ta develop rote learning.

c. Then the students learn to recognize different

numerals and to write these numerals.

d. One-to-one correspondence is one of the most important

precomputation skills that a student needs to learn

(natching,df similar objects; later increase the difficulty

of the task by shifting dimensions of the objects which

the students are to match).
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e. Learning to write numbers from one through ten is the

activity.which bridges the gap between precomputation

and computation.

2. Computation

a. Addition - forms the basis for arithmeticioperations.

First, addition should focus upon the concrete (adding

one thing or one number to another). Some manipulatives

may be used such as counters, cuisenaire rods which can

be used directly for counting in the addition process,

and an abacus, which is the ancient Egyptian counter

4

containing different colored beads. The abacus can, also

be used in teaching subtraction, muftiplication and

division skills.

b. As a last step in addition, students need to be able to

represent the process of addition,using symbols and signs

(+, plus). The term plus is an introductory term

'used to explain the process. Although not directly involved

in addition or computation per se, before, after, between,

more, and less are terms that need to be learned.by the

students. An understanding of zero and its,symbol ())

should be introduced at this point.

3. Subtraction

Subtraction is the opposite process of addition. Just as

"plus" is the introductory terM for addition? "minus" is the

introductory term for subtraction. Initial instruction should

start in a concrete manner with a gradual fading to abstractions

, or Imbiber symbols.
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The act of borrowing from pne place value to the next is S'`'

one of the most difficult parts of the subtraction process

for academically handicapped students to grasp. Example,

many, academically handicapped students fail to understand

why one cannot switch the one and four arouna when subtracting

24 .from 51. The reason "for this confusion is that the place

value of the particular numbers is not understood. It is

an abstraction of these students.. Initially they need to

be shown that by regrouping the numbers in question,-the leser

number can be subtracted from the greater number. Example,

subtract 5 from 22. By regrouping 22 into VW() tens (20) and

two ones (2), and then changing this figure to ten (10) and

twellie (12), it is easy to subtract 5 from twelve and add

that number to the 10 which we did not use, to get .the answer

17. Once a student understands that the 2 in 20 really stands

for two tens, it will be much'easier for,him to borrow. Another,

way to help academically handicapped students to landerstand

borrowing is to show the relationship of carrying in addition

to borrowing in subtraction. This can be done using examples

similar to the following:

10 8 21 14 30 14

- -2 + - 7 + 7 - 16 + 16

The-first numbers_of_each_set_show the bqrrowing operation_

while the second nuMbers show the Carrying operation. Once

,

4 student understands this 'relationship, he can- check his

woILy reversing the original operation used.

So
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4. 'Multiplication and 'Division

The teacher must consider teaching multipliegtion and division

if integration.of the handicapped in regular math clgSses

is to become feasible. The teacher should make every attempt

to use practical examples in order to make multiplication

and division relevant. Requiring students to verbalize and

explain Problem-solving operations enhances skills. It is

important that students learn rote computational skills and

how to apply these skills to practical situations. Rote learning

may be promoted by teaching the student how to use a calculator

or a times table chart. It is recommended that the teacher

.use the teaching time to explain and clarify what multiplication

and division processes are and use examples of how the processes

may be applied to the grocery store, gas sation, or bank.

In all cases the use of three dimensional objects and illustrations

should be regularly employed in the institutibnal process.

Multiplication may be thought of as a faster and more efficient

wai to add: It is faster and easier to multiply one number
%

times another (example 5 times 6) than it is to first write

five six times ana then add the fives. There are other similarities

between multiplication and addition. Carrying from one place

to another in multiplication is much the same as in addition.

Care must be taken When multiplying two place or greater numbers

by a two place or greater number, because as one adds downward

each number must be in a specific place or.the_equation will

end up with a wrong answer. Reversibility is another similarity

5;

1

I.

I.

I.

I.
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between multiplication and addition; and that is, one ends

up with the same answer regardless- of where the particular

numbers are placed in the original combination:

2 + 4 = 6 or 4 + 2 = 6 2 x 4 = 8 dt 4 x 2 = 8

Instruction in multiplication should foCus initially on

concrete examples. Later the concrete examples lead to practical

examples which vary in abstractness.

Division, being the opposite.of multiplication, requires

many of the skills and manipulations learned in multiplication.

It is advised when beginning instruction in division td

require the student to check all.answers by multiplying the

divisOr by the answer. Example, if the student divides 20

by 5 and gets the answer 4, the 5 should then be multiplied

by the 4 to determine whether the answer is actually 20. By

, going through this process the student"will be able to develop

v
a 'greater understanding of the relationship between multiplication

and division..

. Reasoning Siills (Word Problems)

Skills formed in the area of reasoning enable a student to

understand when to use certain math tools. Some ways for

students to perfect reasoning abilities in mathe: 1) understand

math terms; 2) find the significant clue words which indicate

what operation is to be performed in sOlving the problem;

3) vetbalize the problem as much as possible; and 41 talk

through the solution of the problem.

Often an academically handicapped student will understand

most of the terms which he works with-on a daily basis; however,
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when confronted with problems which do not use terms exactly

like those which he or she is familiar with trouble occurs.

Thus, all necessary mathematical words should be a part of

the student's vocabulary lessons.
t,

Given the following problem: Monica has twenty-eight cents.

She used six cents to buy milk and a'clime to buy cookies.

How,much money does Monica have now? While the student may

be able to read and understand the Irds in the problem, the

problem does not give obvious directions as to what.operation
I.

4 A

should be performed to arrive at a solution. In this problem,

the'clue words are Vhas," "used," and."bily." "Has" tell

the amount Monica started with; thus it is the amount which

is to be added to or taken awayfro "Used" and "to buy"

indicafe that money was spent; there re, subtraction is the

process which shoulA give the solution to 'the problem.

For many handicapped students, reading is a difficult and

frustrating task. To reduce frustration, it is recommended

that the teacher: a) read the problem to the student, b) use

a peer to read the problem, c) tape record problems. 'These

_types of activities still require that the student complete

the tasks.

The teacher should formulate and ask questions about a

givenproblem, thus encouraging the student to verbalize possible

solutions. The.student should be encouraged also to ask questions

,which will lead to a.solution. Consequently, once a student

has gone through several-verbal exchalges, he will be in a

, position to form a tentative solution.
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The most effective ways to develop and enhance-reasoning

skills in math involve clearly defining the terms used, finding

..significhnt clue words, and using verbal mediation stiltegies

to work through to ihe solution of a given problem.

tow

yr'
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